
Painting Pots - Painting PeoPle
investigating decorated ceramic from the late neolithic near east

czech rePublic WorkshoP January 2012

second questionnaire - transPort inFormation

date: Friday 27 – monday 30 January 2012

location: brno and rejvíz (czech republic). 
We provide accommodation and transportation from brno to rejvíz and back (see: http://rejviz.czech-mountains.eu/).

bus leaves from brno to rejvíz Friday 27, 15.00 (3.00 Pm). 
bus returns from rejvíz to brno monday 30, 9.00 in the morning.

 a) Particulars
 mr   ms    mrs 
 titles  
 first name  
 surname  

 b) transportation 
 day and time of arrival 
 Place of arrival  
  (airport Wiena, Prague, bratislava, brno...) 
  the eventuality to provide removal by car from the airport.

 no. of flight 
 day and time of departure 
 Place of departure 
 
 c) other wishes 

  (for example to order accomodation in Prague after the workshop, 
  to order accomodation in Vienna after arrival, special service 
  for persons impaired and the like)

Painting pots - painting people

Investigating decorated ceramic from the Late Neolithic Near East

Czech Republic Workshop January 2012

Inna Mateiciucová (Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)

Walter Cruells (Universitat Autònoma, Barcelona, Spain)

Olivier Nieuwenhuyse (Leiden University, The Netherlands)

Dear colleagues,

This is to remind you of the workshop Painting pots - painting people. Investigating decorated  

ceramic  from  the  Late  Neolithic  Near  East.  For  most  of  the  participants  we  have  so  far  

approached informally  it  appeared  that  a  convenient  date  would  be  January  2012.  We have  

scheduled the  meeting from  Friday 27 to  Monday 30, January 2012 (I  think we plan  the 

workshop till Monday 30 January 2012- at Monday morning we will leave fro Rejviz to Brno)

As proposed in earlier communications, there is a need among ceramic specialists investigating 

Late Neolithic (7th-6th Millennium) ceramics from the ancient the Near East  to come together on a 

more regular basis to exchange new information and emerging insights, and to discuss key issues  

regarding  technology,  terminology,  classification,  function  and  interpretation.  This  workshop  

aims to bring together specialists working on prehistoric ceramics from the Near East in the  

broadest sense. As a general focus we selected the theme of Late Neolithic decorated pottery  

traditions. What raw materials and ceramic technologies did people employ? How did they paint  

their designs? How can we use decorated ceramics to explore social networks and identities?  

What did these decorated pottery traditions mean socially? However,  papers not immediately  

related to this theme are welcomed as long as they fit the general theme.

We attach  a  list  of  participants  so  far.  The  number is  not  large,  which  will  allow abundant  

discussion. A number of students from Czech universities will participate as well. We kindly ask  

all participants to send us a title and abstract (around 15 lines, ±200 words) before the end of  

October, 2011.

The conference fee will be € 150 Euros per person. This includes transportation from Brno to the  

conference venue in Rejviz (and return), and full accommodation in Rejviz.

Participants can pay the fee in Brno during the registration. The workshop web-page with all  

updated information is being currently made.

We ask all participants to fill the attached first  questionnaire and to sent it  before the end of 

October, 2011.

Looking forward to seeing you in Brno!

Inna Mateiciucová

Walter Cruells
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